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Abstract
Response generation for task-oriented dialogues involves two
basic components: dialogue planning and surface realization.
These two components, however, have a discrepancy in their
objectives, i.e., task completion and language quality. To deal
with such discrepancy, conditioned response generation has
been introduced where the generation process is factorized
into action decision and language generation via explicit ac-
tion representations. To obtain action representations, recent
studies learn latent actions in an unsupervised manner based
on the utterance lexical similarity. Such an action learning
approach is prone to diversities of language surfaces, which
may impinge task completion and language quality. To ad-
dress this issue, we propose multi-stage adaptive latent ac-
tion learning (MALA) that learns semantic latent actions by
distinguishing the effects of utterances on dialogue progress.
We model the utterance effect using the transition of dialogue
states caused by the utterance and develop a semantic similar-
ity measurement that estimates whether utterances have sim-
ilar effects. For learning semantic actions on domains with-
out dialogue states, MALA extends the semantic similarity
measurement across domains progressively, i.e., from align-
ing shared actions to learning domain-specific actions. Exper-
iments using multi-domain datasets, SMD and MultiWOZ,
show that our proposed model achieves consistent improve-
ments over the baselines models in terms of both task com-
pletion and language quality.

1 Introduction
Task-oriented dialogue systems complete tasks for users,
such as making a restaurant reservation or scheduling a
meeting, in a multi-turn conversation (Gao, Galley, and
Li 2018; Sun et al. 2016; 2017). Recently, end-to-end ap-
proaches based on neural encoder-decoder structure have
shown promising results (Wen et al. 2017b; Madotto, Wu,
and Fung 2018). However, such approaches directly map
plain text dialogue context to responses (i.e., utterances),
and do not distinguish two basic components for response
generation: dialogue planning and surface realization. Here,
dialogue planning means choosing an action (e.g., to re-
quest information such as the preferred cuisine from the
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Table 1: System Utterance Action Example

System utterances

Domain: Hotel
(a). Was there a particular
section of town you were
looking for?
(b). Which area could you like
the hotel to be located at?

Domain: Attaction
(c). Did you have a particular
type of attraction you were
looking for?
(d). great , what are you
interested in doing or seeing ?

System intention (ground truth action)

Request(Area) Request(Type)

Latent action (auto-encoding approach)

(a): [0,0,0,1,0]; (b): [0,1,0,0,0] (c): [0,0,0,1,0]; (d): [0,0,0,0,1]

Semantic latent action (proposed)

(a) & (b): [0,0,0,1,0] (c) & (d): [0,0,0,0,1]

user, or provide a restaurant recommendation to the user),
and surface realization means transforming the chosen ac-
tion into natural language responses. Studies show that not
distinguishing these two components can be problematic
since they have a discrepancy in objectives, and optimiz-
ing decision making on choosing actions might adversely af-
fect the generated language quality (Yarats and Lewis 2018;
Zhao, Xie, and Eskenazi 2019).

To address this problem, conditioned response genera-
tion that relies on action representations has been introduced
(Wen et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2019). Specifically, each system
utterance is coupled with an explicit action representation,
and responses with the same action representation convey
similar meaning and represent the same action. In this way,
the response generation is decoupled into two consecutive
steps, and each component for conditioned response gener-
ation (i.e., dialogue planning or surface realization) can op-
timize for different objectives without impinging the other.
Obtaining action representations is critical to conditioned re-
sponse generation. Recent studies adopt variational autoen-
coder (VAE) to obtain low-dimensional latent variables that
represent system utterances in an unsupervised way. Such
an auto-encoding approach cannot effectively handle vari-
ous types of surface realizations, especially when these exist
multiple domains (e.g., hotel and attraction). This is because



the latent variables learned in this way mainly rely on the
lexical similarity among utterances instead of capturing the
underlying intentions of those utterances. In Table 1, for ex-
ample, system utterances (a) and (c) convey different inten-
tions (i.e., request(area) and request(type)), but
may have the same auto-encoding based latent action repre-
sentation since they share similar wording.

To address the above issues, we propose a multi-stage ap-
proach to learn semantic latent actions that encode the un-
derlying intention of system utterances instead of surface re-
alization. The main idea is that the system utterances with
the same underlying intention (e.g., request(area))
will lead to similar dialogue state transitions. This is be-
cause dialogue states summarize the dialogue progress to-
wards task completion, and a dialogue state transition reflect
how the intention of system utterance influences the progress
at this turn. To encode underlying intention into semantic la-
tent actions, we formulate a loss based on whether the recon-
structed utterances from VAE cause similar state transitions
as the input utterances. To distinguish the underlying inten-
tion among utterances more effectively, we further develop a
regularization based on the similarity of resulting state tran-
sitions between two system utterances.

Learning the semantic latent actions requires annotations
of the dialogue states. In many domains, there are simply
no such annotations because they require extensive human
efforts and are expensive to obtain. We tackle this chal-
lenge by transferring the knowledge of learned semantic la-
tent actions from state annotation rich domains (i.e., source
domains) to those without state annotation (i.e., target do-
mains). We achieve knowledge transferring in a progressive
way, and start with actions that exist on both the source
and target domain, e.g., Request(Price) in both hotel
and attraction domain. We call such actions as shared ac-
tions and actions only exist in the target domain as domain-
specific actions. We observe that system utterances with
shared actions will lead to similar states transitions despite
belonging to different domains. Following this observation,
we find and align the shared actions across domains. With
action-utterance pairs gathered from the above shared ac-
tions aligning, we train a network to predict the similarity
of resulting dialogue state transitions by taking as input only
texts of system utterances. We then use such similarity pre-
diction as supervision to better learn semantic latent actions
for all utterances with domain-specific actions.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We are the first to address the problem of cross-domain
conditioned response generation without requiring action
annotation.
• We propose a novel latent action learning approach for
conditioned response generation which captures underlying
intentions of system utterances beyond surface realization.
• We propose a novel multi-stage technique to extend the
latent action learning to cross-domain scenarios via shared-
action aligning and domain-specific action learning.
• We conduct extensive experiments on two multi-domain
human-to-human conversational datasets. The results show
the proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art on both
in-domain and cross-domain response generation settings.

2 Related Work
2.1 Controlled Text Generation
Controlled text generation aims to generate responses with
controllable attributes. Many studies focus on open-domain
dialogues’ controllable attributes, e.g., style (Yang et al.
2018), sentiment (Shen et al. 2017), and specificity (Zhang
et al. 2018). Different from open-domain, the controllable
attributes for task-oriented dialogues are usually system ac-
tions, since it is important that system utterances convey
clear intentions. Based on handcrafted system actions ob-
tained from domain ontology, action-utterance pairs are used
to learn semantically conditioned language generation mod-
els (Wen et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2019). Since it requires
extensive efforts to build action sets and collect action la-
bels for system utterances, recent years have seen a grow-
ing interest in learning utterance representations in an un-
supervised way, i.e., latent action learning (Zhao, Lee, and
Eskenazi 2018; Zhao, Xie, and Eskenazi 2019). Latent ac-
tion learning adopts a pretraining phase to represent each
utterance as a latent variable using a reconstruction based
variational auto-encoder (Yarats and Lewis 2018). The ob-
tained latent variable, however, mostly reflects lexical sim-
ilarity and lacks sufficient semantics about the intention of
system utterances. We utilize the dialogue state information
to enhance the semantics of the learned latent actions.

2.2 Domain Adaptation for Task-oriented
Dialogues

Domain adaptation aims to adapt a trained model to a new
domain with a small amount of new data. This is studied
in computer vision (Saito, Ushiku, and Harada 2017), item
ranking (Wang et al. 2018a; Huang et al. 2019), and multi-
label classification (Wang et al. 2018b; 2019; Sun and Wang
2019). For task-oriented dialogues, early studies focus on
domain adaptation for individual components, e.g., inten-
tion determination (Chen, Hakkani-Tür, and He 2016), dia-
logue state tracking (Mrkšić et al. 2015), and dialogue policy
(Mo et al. 2018; Yin et al. 2018). Two recent studies inves-
tigate end-to-end domain adaptation. DAML (Qian and Yu
2019) adopts model-agnostic meta-learning to learn a seq-
to-seq dialogue model on target domains. ZSDG (Zhao and
Eskenazi 2018) conducts adaptation based on action match-
ing, and uses partial target domain system utterances as do-
main descriptions. These end-to-end domain adaption meth-
ods are either difficult to be adopted for conditioned genera-
tion or needing a full annotation of system actions. We aim
to address these limitations in this study.

3 Preliminaries
Let {di|1 ≤ i ≤ N} be a set of dialogue data, and each
dialogue di contains nd turns: di = {(ct, xt)|1 ≤ t ≤ nd},
where ct and xt are the context and system utterance at turn
t, respectively. The context ct = {u1, x1, ...ut} consists of
the dialogue history of user utterances u and system utter-
ances x. Latent action learning aims to map each system ut-
terance x to a representation zd(x), where utterances with
the same representation express the same action. The form
of the representations zd(x) can be, e.g., one-hot (Wen et



(a) Stage-I: Semantic Latent Action Learning

(b) Stage-II: Action Alignment across Domains

(c) Stage-III: Domain-Specific Action Learning

Figure 1: Overall Framework of MALA.

al. 2015), multi-way categorical, and continuous (Zhao, Xie,
and Eskenazi 2019). We use the one-hot representation due
to its simplicity although the proposed approach can easily
extend to other representation forms.

We obtain the one-hot representation via VQ-VAE, a dis-
crete latent VAE model (van den Oord, Vinyals, and Ko-
ray 2017). Specifically, an encoder pE encodes utterances
as ze(x) ∈ RD, and a decoder pG reconstructs the original
utterance based on inputs zq(x) ∈ RD, where D is the hid-
den dimension. The difference lies in that between ze(x) and
zq(x), we build a discretization bottleneck using a nearest-
neighbor lookup on an embedding table e ∈ RK×D and ob-
tain zq(x) by finding the embedding vector in e having the
closest Euclidean distance to ze(x) i.e.,

zq(x) = ek where k = argmin
j∈|K|

‖ze(x)− ej‖2 .

The learned latent zd(x) is a one-hot vector that only has 1 at
index k. All components, including pE , pG and embedding
table e, are jointly trained using auto-encoding objective as

La-e = Ex[− log pG(x|zq(x)) + ‖ze(x)− zq(x)‖22] (1)

The structure of VQ-VAE is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where
the three components are marked in grey color.

4 Proposed Model
4.1 Overview
To achieve better conditioned response generation for task-
oriented dialogues, we propose multi-stage adaptive latent

action learning (MALA). Our proposed model works for
two scenarios: (i) For domains with dialogue state anno-
tations, we utilize these annotations to learn semantic la-
tent actions to enhance the conditioned response generation.
(ii) For domains without state annotations, we transfer the
knowledge of semantic latent actions learned from the do-
mains with rich annotations, and thus can also enhance the
conditioned response generation for these domains.

The overall framework of MALA is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The proposed model is built on VQ-VAE that contains en-
coder pE , embedding table e, and decoder pG . Besides auto-
encoding based objective La-e, we design pointwise loss
LPT and pairwise loss LPR to enforce the latent actions to
reflect underlying intentions of system utterances. For do-
mains with state annotations (see Fig. 1a), we train pB and
pinv
B to measure state transitions and develop the pointwise

and pairwise loss (Sec. 4.2). For domains without state anno-
tations (see Fig. 1b), we develop a pairwise lossLS−TPR based
on pB and pinv

B from annotation-rich-domains. This loss mea-
sure state transitions for a cross-domain utterance pair, and
thus can find and align shared actions across domains (Sec.
4.3). We then train a similarity prediction network pSPN to
substitute the role of state tracking models, which only tak-
ing as input raw text of utterances. We using pSPN predic-
tions as supervision to form pointwise LT −TPT and pairwise
loss LT −TPR (see Fig. 1c), and thus obtain semantic latent ac-
tions for domain without state annotations (Sec. 4.4).

4.2 Stage-I: Semantic Latent Action Learning
We aim to learn semantic latent actions that align with the
underlying intentions for system utterances. To effectively
capture the underlying intention, we utilize dialogue state
annotations and regard utterances that lead to similar state
transition as having the same intention. We train dialogue
state tracking model to measure whether any two utterance
will lead to a similar state transition. We apply such mea-
surement in (i) a pointwise manner, i.e., between a system
utterance and its reconstructed counterpart from VAE, and
(ii) a pairwise manner, i.e., between two system utterances.

Dialogue State Tracking Before presenting the proposed
pointwise measure, we first briefly introduce dialogue state
tracking tasks. Dialogue states (also known as dialogue be-
lief) are in the form of predefined slot-value pairs. Dia-
logues with state (i.e., belief) annotations are represented
as di = {(ct, bt, xt)|1 ≤ t ≤ nd}, where bt ∈ {0, 1}Nb

is the dialogue state at turn t, and Nb is the number of all
slot-value pairs. Dialogue state tracking (DST) is a multi-
label learning process that models the conditional distribu-
tion p(bt|ct) = p(bt|ut, xt−1, ct−1). Using dialogue states
annotations, we first train a state tracking model pB with the
following cross-entropy loss:

L =
∑
di

∑
t=1:nd

− log(b>t · pB(ut, xt−1, ct−1)) (2)

pB(ut, xt−1, ct−1) = softmax(h(ut, xt−1, ct−1))
where h(·) is a scoring function and can be implemented in
various ways, e.g., self attention models (Zhong, Xiong, and
Socher 2018), or an encoder-decoder (Wu et al. 2019).



Pointwise Measure With the trained state tracking model
pB, we now measure whether the reconstructed utterance
output can lead to a similar dialogue state transition from
turn t− 1 to t (i.e., forward order). We formulate such mea-
sure as a cross-entropy loss between original state bt and
model pB outputs when replacing system utterance xt−1 in
inputs with x̃t−1.

Lfwd = Ex[− log(b>t · pB(bt|ut, x̃t−1, ct−1))] (3)

x̃t−1 ∼ pG(zq(xt−1))
where x̃t−1 is sampled from the decoder output. Note that
once state tracking model pB finish training, its parameters
will not be updated and Lfwd is only used for training the
components of VAE, i.e., the encoder, decoder and the em-
bedding table. To get gradients for these components dur-
ing back-propagation, we apply a continuous approximation
trick (Yang et al. 2018). Specifically, instead of feeding sam-
pled utterances as input to state tracking models, we use
Gumbel-softmax (Jang, Gu, and Poole 2016) distribution to
sample instead. In this way outputs of the decoder pG be-
comes a sequence of probability vectors, and we can use
standard back-propagation to train the generator:

We expect the dialogue state transition in forward order
can reflect the underlying intentions of system utterances.
However, the state tracking model pB heavily depends on
user utterance ut, meaning that shifts of system utterances
intentions may not sufficiently influence the model outputs.
This prevents the considered state transitions modeled from
providing valid supervision for semantic latent action learn-
ing. To address this issue, inspired by inverse models in re-
inforcement learning (Pathak et al. 2017), we formulate a
inverse state tracking to model the dialogue state transition
from turn t to t − 1. Since dialogue state at turn t already
encodes information of user utterance ut, we formulate the
inverse state tracking as p(bt−1|xt−1, bt). In this way the
system utterance plays a more important role in determin-
ing state transition. Specifically, we use state annotations to
train an inverse state tracking model pinv

B using the following
cross-entropy loss:

L =
∑
di

∑
t=2:nd

− log(b>t−1 · pinv
B (|xt−1, bt)) (4)

pinv
B (xt−1, bt) = softmax(g(xt−1, bt−1))

where the scoring function g(·) can be implemented in the
same structure as h(·). The parameters of inverse state track-
ing model pinv

B also remain fixed once training is finished.
We use the inverse state tracking model to measure the

similarity of dialogue state transitions caused by system ut-
terance and its reconstructed counterpart. The formulation is
similar to forward order:

Linv = Ex[− log(b>t−1 · pinv
B (bt−1|x̃t−1, bt))] (5)

x̃t−1 ∼ pG(zq(xt−1))
Thus, combining the dialogue state transitions modeled

in both forward and inverse order, we get the full pointwise
loss for learning semantic latent actions:

LPT = Lfwd + Linv (6)

Pairwise Measure To learn semantic latent actions that
can distinguish utterances with different intentions, we fur-
ther develop a pairwise measure that estimates whether two
utterances lead to similar dialogue state transitions.

With a slight abuse of notation, we use xi and xj to de-
note two system utterances. We use ui, ci, bi to denote the
input user utterance, dialogue context, and dialogue state for
dialogue state tracking models pB and pinv

B , respectively. We
formulate a pairwise measurement of state transitions as

si,j = sfwd(xi, xj) + sinv(xi, xj) (7)

sfwd(xi, xj) = KL(pfwd
B (ui, xi, ci) || pfwd

B (ui, xj , ci))

sinv(xi, xj) = KL(pinv
B (xi, bi) || pinv

B (xj , bi))

where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Both pB and
pinv
B take inputs related to xi. We can understand si,j in this

way that it measures how similar the state tracking results
are when replacing xi with xj as input to pB and pinv

B .
To encode the pairwise measure into semantic latent ac-

tion learning, we first organize all system utterances in a
pairwise way P = {

〈
(xi, xj), si,j

〉
|1 ≤ i, j ≤ NSu } where

NSu is the total number of system utterances in the domains
with state annotations. We then develop a pairwise loss to
incorporate such measure on top of the VAE learning.

LPR =
∑
P
−savg

ij log d(xi, xj)−(1−savg
ij ) log(1−d(xi, xj))

(8)
d(xi, xj) = σ(−ze(xi)>ze(xj))

where σ is the sigmoid function, savg
ij is the average of si,j

and sj,i, and ze(x) ∈ RD is encoder pE outputs. The pair-
wise loss LPR trains pE by enforcing its outputs of two sys-
tem utterances to have far distances when these two utter-
ance lead to different state transitions, and vice versa.

The overall objective function of the semantic action
learning stage is:

LS-I = La-e + αLPT + βLPR (9)

where α and β are hyper-parameters. We adopt LS-I to train
VAE with discretization bottleneck and obtain utterance-
action pair (e.g., utterance (c) and its semantic latent action
in Table 1) that encodes the underlying intentions for each
system utterance in the domains with state annotations.

4.3 Stage-II: Action Alignment across Domains
In order to obtain utterance-action pairs in domains having
no state annotations, we propose to progressively transfer
the knowledge of semantic latent actions from those do-
mains with rich state annotations. At this stage, we first
learn semantic latent actions for the utterances that have co-
existing intentions (i.e., shared actions) across domains.

We use xS and xT to denote system utterances in the
source and target domain, respectively. The set of all utter-
ances is denoted by:

US = {xSi |1 ≤ i ≤ NSu };UT = {xTj |1 ≤ j ≤ NTu }
where NSu and NTu are the total utterance number in each
domain, respectively. We adopt the proposed pairwise mea-
sure to find the target domain system utterances that have



shared actions with the source domain. Based on the as-
sumption that although from different domains, utterances
with the same underlying intention are expected to lead to
similar state transitions, we formulate the pairwise measure
of cross-domain utterance pairs as:

sci,j = sfwd(x
S
i , x

T
j ) + sinv(x

S
i , x

T
j ) (10)

where sfwd and sinv are computed using the trained pB and
pinv
B . Since it only requires the trained dialogue state track-

ing models and state annotations related to xSi , this pairwise
measure is asymmetrical. Taking advantage of the asymme-
try, this cross-domain pairwise measure can still work when
we only have raw texts of dialogues in the target domain.

We then utilize the cross-domain pairwise for action
alignment during latent action learning on the target domain.
We then formulate a loss Incorporating action alignment:

LS−TPR =
∑

xS ,xT

−sci,j log d(xSi , xTj )

− (1− sci,j) log(1− d(xSi , xTj ))
(11)

d(xSi , x
T
j ) = σ(−ze(xSi )>ze(xTj ))

where d(xSi , x
T
j ) is computed based on outputs of the same

encoder pE from VAE at stage-I. We also use utterances in
the target domain to formulate an auto-encoding loss:

LTa-e = Ex∈UT [lr + ‖sg(ze(x))− zq(x)‖2] (12)

The overall objective for the stage-II is:

LS-II = LTa-e + βLS−TPR (13)

where β is the hyper-parameter as the same in LS-I. With the
VAE trained usingLS-II, we can obtain utterance-action pairs
for system utterances in the domain having no state annota-
tions. However, for utterances having domain-specific inten-
tions, their semantic latent actions are still unclear, which is
tackled in Stage 3.

4.4 Stage-III: Domain-specific Actions Learning
We aim to learn semantic latent action for utterances with
domain-specific actions at this stage.

Similarity Prediction Network (SPN) We train an
utterance-level prediction model, SPN, to predict whether
two utterances lead to similar state transitions by taking as
input the raw texts of system utterances only. Specifically,
SPN gives a similarity score in [0, 1] to an utterance pair:

pSPN(xi, xj) = σ(r(xi, xj)) (14)

where r(·) is a scoring function (and we implement it with
the same structure as h(·)). We use the binary labels aij in-
dicating whether two utterances xi and xj have the same se-
mantic latent action to train the SPN. Specifically, we have
aij = 1 if zd(xi) = zd(xj), and otherwise aij = 0. To facil-
itate effective knowledge transfer, we obtained such labels
from both source and target domains. We consider all pairs
of source domain utterances and obtain

PS = {
〈
(xi, xj), aij

〉
| xi, xj ∈ US}

We also consider pairs of target domain utterances with
shared actions: we first get all target domain utterances
with aligned actions UTshared = {xTj |xTj ∈ UT , zd(x

T
j ) ∈

AS} where AS represents the set of shared actions AS =
{zd(xSi ) | xSi ∈ US} and then obtain

P T = {
〈
(xi, xj), aij

〉
| xi, xj ∈ UTshared}.

Using all the collected pairwise training instances p =〈
(xi, xj), aij

〉
, we train SPN via the loss

LSPN = Ep∈PS+PT [cross-entropy(aij , r(xi, xj))]. (15)

We then use the trained pSPN to replace state tracking
models in both pointwise and pairwise measure. Specifi-
cally, we formulate the following pointwise loss

LTPT = Ex∈UT [− log pSPN(x
T , x̃T )] (16)

x̃T ∼ pG(zq(xT ))
which enforces the reconstructed utterances to bring similar
dialogue state transitions as the original utterance. We fur-
ther formulate the pairwise loss as

LT −TPR =
∑

xi,xj∈UT

−pSPN(xi, xj) log d(x
T
i , x

T
j )

− (1− pSPN(xi, xj)) log(1− d(xTi , xTj ))
(17)

d(xTi , x
T
j ) = σ(−ze(xTi )>ze(xTj )).

Compared to the pairwise loss at stage-I (Eqn. 8) and stage-
II (Eqn. 11), the main difference is that we use pSPN to substi-
tute si,j that relies on trained dialogue state tracking models.

The overall objective function for stage-III is:

LS-III = LTa-e + αLTPT + βLT −TPR (18)

4.5 Conditioned Response Generation
After obtaining semantic latent actions, we train the two
components, dialogue planning and surface realization, for
conditioned response generation. Specifically, we first train
a surface realization model pr that learns how to translate
the semantic latent action into fluent text in context c as

L = Ex[− log pr(x|zd(x), c)]
Then we optimize a dialogue planning model pl while keep-
ing the parameters of pr fixed

L = ExEz[− log pr(x|z, c)pl(z|c)]
In this way, the response generation is factorized into
p(x|c) = p(x|z, c)p(z|c), where dialogue planning and sur-
face realization are optimized without impinging the other.

5 Experiments
To show the effectiveness of MALA, we consider two ex-
periment settings: multi-domain joint training and cross-
domain response generation (Sec. 5.1). We compare against
the state-of-the-art on two multi-domain datasets in both set-
tings (Sec. 5.2). We analyze the effectiveness of semantic
latent actions and the multi-stage strategy of MALA under
different supervision proportion (Sec. 5.3).



Table 2: Multi-Domain Joint Training Results

SMD MULTIWOZ

MODEL Entity-F1 BLEU Entity-F1 BLEU

w/o Action
KVRN 48.1 13.2 30.3 11.3
Mem2seq 62.6 20.5 39.2 14.8
Sequicity 81.1 21.9 57.7 17.2

w/ Action LIDM 76.7 17.3 59.4 15.5
LaRL 80.4 18.2 71.3 14.8

Proposed
MALA-S1 83.8 22.4 74.3 18.7
MALA-S2 84.7 21.7 76.2 20.0
MALA-S3 85.2 22.7 76.8 20.1

* Note that w/o and w/ Action means whether the baseline con-
siders conditioned generation

Table 3: Cross-Domain Generation Results on SMD

Entity-F1 on target domain
BLEUMODEL Navigate Weather Schedule

Target
Only

Sequicity 31.7 42.6 55.7 16.0
LaRL 33.2 44.3 57.5 12.3

Fine
Tuning

Sequicity 35.9 46.9 59.7 16.8
LaRL 34.7 45.0 58.6 12.1

Proposed
MALA-S1 38.3 54.8 64.4 19.3
MALA-S2 39.4 57.0 65.1 18.5
MALA-S3 41.8 59.4 68.1 20.2

5.1 Settings
Datasets We use two multi-domain human-human con-
versational datasets: (1) SMD dataset (Eric and Manning
2017) contains 2425 dialogues, and has three domains:
calendar, weather, navigation; (2) MULTIWOZ dataset
(Budzianowski et al. 2018) is the largest existing task-
oriented corpus spanning over seven domains. It contains
in total 8438 dialogues and each dialogue has 13.7 turns in
average. We only use five out of seven domains, i.e., restau-
rant, hotel, attraction, taxi, train, since the other two do-
mains contain much less dialogues in training set and do not
appear in testing set. This setting is also adopted in the study
of dialogue state tracking transferring tasks (Wu et al. 2019).
Both datasets contain dialogue states annotations.

We use Entity-F1 (Eric and Manning 2017) to evalu-
ate dialogue task completion, which computes the F1 score
based on comparing entities in delexicalized forms. Com-
pared to inform and success rate originally used on MUL-
TIWOZ by Budzianowski et al. (2018), Entity-F1 considers
informed and requested entities at the same time and bal-
ances the recall and precision. We use BLEU (Papineni et
al. 2002) to measure the language quality of generated re-
sponses. We use a three-layer transformer (Vaswani et al.
2017) with a hidden size of 128 and 4 heads as base model.

Multi-domain Joint Training In this setting, we train
MALA and other baselines with full training set, i.e., using
complete dialogue data and dialogue state annotations. We
use the separation of training, validation and testing data as
original SMD and MULTIWOZ dataset. We compare with
the following baselines that do not consider conditioned gen-

eration: (1) KVRN (Eric and Manning 2017); (2) Mem2seq
(Madotto, Wu, and Fung 2018); (3) Sequicity (Lei et al.
2018); and two baselines that adopt conditioned generation:
(4) LIDM (Wen et al. 2017a); (5) LaRL (Zhao, Xie, and
Eskenazi 2019); For a thorough comparison, We include the
results of the proposed model after one, two, and all three
stages, denoted as MALA-(S1/S2/S3), in both settings.

Cross-domain Response Generation In this setting, we
adopt a leave-one-out approach on each dataset. Specifically
we use one domain as target domain while the others as
source domains. There are three and five possible configu-
rations for SMD and MULTIWOZ, respectively. For each
configuration, we set that only 1% of dialogues in target do-
main are available for training, and these dialogues have no
state annotations. We compare with Sequicity and LaRL us-
ing two types of training schemes in cross-domain response
generation. 1 (1) Target only: models are trained only using
dialogues in target domain. (2) Fine tuning: model are first
trained in the source domains, and we conduct fine-tuning
using dialogues in target domain.

5.2 Overall Results
Multi-Domain Joint Training Table 2 shows that our
proposed model consistently outperforms other models in
the joint training setting. MALA improves dialogue task
completion (measured by Entity-F1) while maintaining a
high quality of language generation (measured by BLEU).
For example, MALA-S3 (76.8) outperforms LaRL (71.3) by
7.71% under Entity-F1 on MULTIWOZ, and has the high-
est BLEU score. Meanwhile, we also find that MALA bene-
fits much from stage-I and stage-II in the joint learning set-
ting. For example, MALA-S1 and MALA-S2 achieve 9.25%
and 10.43% improvements over LIDM under Entity-F1 on
SMD. This is largely because that, having complete dia-
logue state annotations, MALA can learn semantic latent
actions in each domain at stage-I, and the action alignment
at stage-II reduce action space for learning dialogue policy
more effectively by finding shared actions across domains.
We further find that LIDM and LaRL perform worse than
Sequicity on SMD. The reason is that system utterances on
SMD have shorter length and various expressions, making
it challenging to capture underlying intentions merely based
on surface realization. MALA overcomes this challenge by
considering dialogue state transitions beyond surface real-
ization in semantic latent action learning.

Cross-Domain Response Generation The results on
SMD and MULTIWOZ are shown on Tables 3 and 4, respec-
tively. We can see that MALA significantly outperforms the
baselines on both datasets. For example, on MULTIWOZ,
MALA-S3 outperforms LaRL by 47.5% and 55.7% under
Entity-F1 using train and hotel as target domain, respec-
tively. We also find that each stage of MALA is essen-
tial in cross-domain generation scenarios. For example, on
MULTIWOZ using attraction as target domain, stage-III and
stage-II brings 14.7% and 15.8% improvements compared

1We also consider using DAML (Qian and Yu 2019), but the em-
pirical results are worse than those of target only and fine tuning.



Table 4: Cross-Domain Generation Results on MULTIWOZ

Hotel Train Attraction Restaurant Taxi

MODEL Entity-F1 BLEU Entity-F1 BLEU Entity-F1 BLEU Entity-F1 BLEU Entity-F1 BLEU

Target Only Sequicity 16.1 10.7 27.6 16.8 17.4 14.4 19.6 13.9 22.1 15.4
LaRL 17.8 10.1 30.5 12.9 24.2 11.7 19.9 9.6 28.5 11.7

Fine Tuning Sequicity 17.3 12.3 27.0 17.6 17.9 15.8 26.0 14.5 22.4 16.9
LaRL 21.0 9.1 34.7 12.8 24.8 11.8 22.1 10.8 31.9 12.6

Proposed
MALA-S1 23.3 15.5 43.5 18.1 31.5 16.2 24.7 16.5 33.6 18.0
MALA-S2 26.4 15.8 48.3 18.8 36.5 17.6 28.8 16.6 41.7 18.6
MALA-S3 32.7 16.7 51.2 19.4 41.9 18.1 35.0 17.3 44.7 19.0
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(b) Taxi as target domain

Figure 2: Effects of multiple stages on MULTIWOZ

with its former stage, and MALA-S1 outperforms fine-tuned
LaRL by 27.0% under Entity-F1. We further find that the
contribution of each stage may vary when using different do-
mains as target, and we will conduct a detailed discussion in
the following section. By comparing fine-tuning and target
only results of LaRL, we can see latent actions based on lexi-
cal similarity cannot well generalize in the cross-domain set-
ting. For example, fine-tuned LaRL only achieves less than
3% over target-only result under Entity-F1 on MultiWOZ
using attraction as target domain.

5.3 Discussions
We first study the effects of each stage in MALA in
cross-domain dialogue generation. We compare MALA-
(S1/S2/S3) with fine-tuned LaRL under different dialogue
proportion in target domain. The results are shown in Fig.
2(a) and 2(b). We can see that the performance gain of
MALA is largely attributed to stage-III when using restau-
rant as target domain, while attributed to stage-II using taxi
as target. This is largely because there are many shared ac-
tions between taxi and train domains, many utterance-action
pairs learned by action alignment at stage-II already capture
the underlying intentions of system utterances. On the other
hand, since restaurant does not have many shared actions
across domains, MALA relies more on the similarity pre-
diction network to provide supervision at stage-III.

Last, we study the effects of semantic latent action in
both joint training and cross-domain generation settings.
To investigate how pointwise measure LPT and pairwise
measure LPR contribute to capturing utterance intentions,
we compare the results of MALA without pointwise loss
(MALA\PT), and without pairwise loss (MALA\PR) un-
der varying size of dialogue state annotations. The results
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Figure 3: Effects of semantic action learning on SMD

of multi-domain joint training under Entity-F1 on SMD are
shown in Fig. 3(a). We can see that both pointwise and pair-
wise measure are both important. For example, when using
55% of state annotations, encoding pointwise and pairwise
measure bring 5.9% and 8.0% improvements, respectively.
For cross-domain generation results shown in Fig. 3(b), we
can find that these two measures are essential to obtain se-
mantic latent actions in the target domain.

6 Conclusion
We propose multi-stage adaptive latent action learning
(MALA) for better conditioned response generation. We
develop a novel dialogue state transition measurement for
learning semantic latent actions. We demonstrate how to ef-
fectively generalize semantic latent actions to the domains
having no state annotations. The experimental results con-
firm that MALA achieves better task completion and lan-
guage quality compared with the state-of-the-art under both
in-domain and cross-domain settings. For future work, we
will explore the potential of semantic action learning for
zero-state annotations application.
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